OB Admission and Discharge (last 4 days) Patients with Hypertensive Meds (Nifedipine, Labetalol, Hydralazine)
Find Patients with
Admitted Patients by Department:
SF 2 SOUTH L&D OR
SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE OR
SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM OR
SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM
AND Discharged Patients by Department:
Department: SF 2 SOUTH L&D and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged
AND MAR: Medication Action:
Medication Name: LABETALOL HCL 5 MG/ML IV SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and
Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: LABETALOL HCL 200 MG PO TABS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and
Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: HYDRALAZINE HCL 20 MG/ML IV SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and
Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: NIFEDIPINE 20 MG PO CAPS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes

OB Discharge Patients with BP > 149/99 (lookback 4 days)
Find Patients with:
Discharged Patients by Department:
- Department: SF 2 SOUTH and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
- Department: SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
- Department: SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
- Department: SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Find Patients with
Discharged Patients by Department:
Department: SF 2 SOUTH L&D and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
Department: SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR
AND Flowsheet: Extreme Value:
Lower Bound : (None) and Upper Bound : 149/99 and Flowsheet Row/Group: BLOOD PRESSURE and Flowsheet Template: (None) and Math Operator: Maximum and Start Date : 8/19/2016 (T-4) and Start Time : (None) and End Date : (None) and End Time : (None) and Yes/No: Yes [1]
OB Hemorrhage Admission and Discharge (looks at meds given - Cytotec, Methergine, Hemabate)
Find Patients with Admitted Patients by Department:
SF 2 SOUTH L&D OR SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE OR SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM OR SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM

AND Discharged Patients by Department:
Department: SF 2 SOUTH L&D and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR Department: SF 2 SW OB TRIAGE and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR Department: SF 2 SOUTH POSTPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged OR Department: SF 2 WEST ANTEPARTUM and Lookback Days: 4 and ADT Status: Discharged

AND MAR: Medication Action:
Medication Name: CYTOTEC PO and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR Medication Name: CYTOTEC 100 MCG PO TABS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR Medication Name: CYTOTEC 200 MCG PO TABS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: HEMABATE 250 MCG/ML IM SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: HEMABATE IM and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: CARBOPROST TROMETHAMINE 250 MCG/ML IM SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: METHERGINE 0.2 MG/ML IJ SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: METHERGINE IJ and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: METHYLERGONOVINE MALEATE 0.2 MG/ML IJ SOLN and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: MISOPROSTOL 100 MCG PO TABS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes OR
Medication Name: MISOPROSTOL 200 MCG PO TABS and MAR Action: Given and Hours: 999999 and Lookback Logic: Since Admission and First/Any Dose: Any Dose and Yes/No: Yes